An all-fiber graphene oxide (GO) based 'FRET on Fiber' concept is proposed and applied in biochemical detections. This method is of both good selectivity and high sensitivity, with detection limits of 1.2 nM, 1.3 µM and 1 pM, for metal ion, dopamine and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a highly popular method due to its biochemical universality and naturally exceptional selectivity [1] [2] . However, it is still a big challenge to achieve a compact FRET probe for on-line biochemical detections. By combining the FRET and fiber-optic sensing technologies, we could pave a new way for the realization of all-fiber based FRET sensors, with excellent compactness, high sensitivity, good selectivity, and fast response [3] . Graphene oxides (GO) is of good fluorescent response, but difficult to be deposited on fibers stably (water-dispersive) [4] . Graphene is flexible and stable, enabling a variety of sensors, but not very biochemically selective [5] . In this paper, we construct a patially reduced graphene oxide (prGO) based 'FRET on Fiber' platform for biochemical detection. Binding competitions among prGO, Rhodamine 6G (Rh6G) and targets induce both fluorescent restoration and optical interference modulation. Good selectivity and high sensitivity can be simultaneously achieved by measuring the fluorescent recovering in the visible range and the interferometric phase change in telecommunication wavelength range. Detection limits for Cadmium ion (1.2 nM), dopamine (DA, 1.3µM) and ssDNA (1pM) are achieved, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows the concept, setup, structure and SEM pictures of the prGO-coated fiber-optic modal interferometer. In principle, prGO coated around an optical fiber quenches the Rh6G fluorescence originally, and restores it when there are the target molecules, due to the binding competition [6] . In experiment, a tunable laser (1510 nm -1590 nm) is launched into the prGO-coated fiber-optic modal interferometer, and the output interference spectrum is collected and analyzed by an OSA, with wavelength resolution of up to 0.1 pm. In order to excite the fluorescence, a pulsed laser (532 nm) is focused onto the prGO-coated area, to monitor the fluorescent response. Through the experiment, the volume of all the solution samples is fixed 60 μL. In the prGO-coated fiber-optic modal interferometer, etched multimode fiber is of length ~3.2 cm, diameter ~90 μm. The prGO has a length of ~3 cm and a thickness of ~2 μm. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the characterizations of our prGO, which is ~20 minutes reduced from common GO by using VC. In the Raman spectra, we can see the prGO keeps the properties of GO, while the D-peak of the prGO is narrower than GO, verifying prGO has less defects. In the Xray photoelectron spectra (XPS), we note that the C/O ratio of prGO (after reduced by 20 minutes) is 2.84, in the middle of GO (~2) and rGO (~4). Fig. 1(c) shows how the prGO modulates the initialization of the sensors Type 1 (for Cd 
METHODS

RESULTS OF THE BIOCHEMICAL SENSING
The performances of the prGO based modal interferometric sensors are demonstrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . 
SUMMARY
In conclusion, by using specially designed partially reduced GO, we have successfully demonstrated a 'FRET on Fiber' structure for biochemical detection The partially reduced graphene oxide film works as selective molecular adsorber, fluorescent acceptor/quencher, and evanescent field enhancer simultaneously. Such a prGO based 'FRET on Fiber' sensor has series of significant merits, such as excellent compactness, good selectivity, high sensitivity, and fast response. The obtained limit of detection for cadmium ion, dopamine and ssDNA all reaches single nM, µM and pM level. This work combines fiber-sensing and FRET techniques together, may build a new platform for the realization of series of state of art sensors for on-line environmental, chemical, and biomedical detection applications.
